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SAmuEL I. DocToRs* AND SHARON LocKwooD"
I
Tim NEED FOR NEW DIRECTIONS
Minority enterprise has historically been limited to primarily small retail establish-
ments, personal service businesses, and small construction contractors. Despite the
fact that minority groups constitute about seventeen per cent of our population,'
they own less than three per cent of the nation's businesses Perhaps even more sig-
nificant is the fact that these businesses control less than one-half per cent of the
nation's business assets.3
Present programs for minority business development have emphasized loans,
grants, and subsidies to small businesses primarily in retail services and construction
areas. These businesses are often in crowded business sectors, small margin, low-
growth potential areas such as gasoline service stations, barber shops, or small retail
food markets and often serve an impoverished clientele. The historic failure rate for
these types of businesses is quite high Although data is scarce in this area, it
appears that less than twenty per cent of all new small businesses survive their first
five yearsY New minority businesses are even more vulnerable due to a lack of
access to financial and technical resources However, even those which do achieve
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' "Minority group" is defined for this paper to include only blacks, persons of Spanish-speaking
ancestry, and American Indians.
'Office of Planning, Research, and Analysis of the Small Business Administration, Distribution of
Minority-Owned Businesses, June, 1969, at a (unpublished report). Theodore Cross has estimated that
there are only a dozen black businesses in Manhattan which employ ten or more people. T. CRoss, BLAcK
CAPITALIsas 6o (1969).
'Distribution of Minority-Owned Businesses, supra note 2.
'See generally Tan PaxssRzNr's TAsx FoRcE REPoRT ON IMPROVING THa PROSPECTs or SMALL BUSINaSS
21-27 (1970).
'1d. See also Roberts, Entrepreneurship and Technology, in FAcToRs SN THa TRANSFER OF TcHNoLoG-
219, 224-25 (D. Marquis & W. Gruber Eds. 1969); A. PAamus, Tan SM.A. BusNemss ADmNsImAsnON
51-55 (1968). Of course most business discontinuances are not outright bankruptcies; still for every
five new businesses started, another 3.5 go out of business each year.
'One estimate of minority business failure or discontinuances may be obtained by examining the
relative default rates on SBA loans between non-minority and minority borrowers. Parris estimates that
minority defaults were running ten to twenty times the rate of non-minority defaults (three per cent).
A. PARus, supra note 5, at 116. However, this estimate is based solely on the Economic Opportunity
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some modest degree of success are unlikely to achieve growth rates that would create
high leverage business opportunities for very many members of the minority com-
munity. Moreover, these businesses often lock their owners into a life of long hours,
and hard, non-stimulating work with little or no opportunity to branch out of the
pattern of marginal growth opportunity.
Surveys of existing minority businesses indicate that there are very few with
gross sales as large as one million dollars a year and none which approaches the size
of the 500 largest white owned and controlled corporations.7 Nor do we find minority
group members in positions of control or decision making in the large American
corporations where they could gain the managerial experience to start companies
which might grow to a place among the largest American businesses.
Other data indicate that minority business development, although receiving some
stimulus from present public and private efforts, still shows no signs of the ex-
ponential growth rate needed to catch up with white business development and may
in fact be falling relatively farther behind. We have raised the expectations of our
minority groups for examples of such exponential growth but have neither formed nor
created models capable of achieving these catchup growth rates.
As may be seen from the sample of minority businesses presented in Tables I
and II, the minority entrepreneur tends to enter the more marginal types of businesses.
Table I indicates that a disproportionate number of minority entrepreneurs are in
the personal service area. While some facets of the service industries are higher
growth areas, the more disaggregated data in Table II reveals that the minority
entrepreneurs are not in these higher growth areas.
Little effort has been made to guide the minority entrepreneur to more lucra-
tive business opportunities. Most government and non-government programs are
grounded in the concept that simply establishing a minority member in a business
is sufficient. This reasoning requires serious reconsideration. If minority businessmen
are not guided to the higher growth areas, their businesses will not help the minority
economy approach the national economy.
To lift minority enterprise from the ghetto and the barrio to which it has been
consigned, a strategic thrust must now aim at providing opportunities for higher
growth potential models of minority enterprise. These model businesses should be
Loan (EOL) program through x968 and a more recent analysis of the SBA minority loan program indi-
cates that overall default rates are likely to be lower than was previously true for the EOL program.
See Small Business Administration, Evaluation of the Minority Enterprise Program, Jan., x971 (un-
published report). For a discussion of the difficulties in running a ghetto-based small business, see
T. CRoss, supra note 2, at 21-30.
"See Distribution of Minority Enterprise, supra note 2. A recent Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) survey of larger minority businesses attempted to identify minority businesses with annual sales
in excess of $5oo,o00, and which showed a profit for the last two years. The largest business so identified
was Johnson Publications, Inc., with annual sales in x969 of about $33 million, and this was three times
the size of the next largest minority business, Johnson Products, Inc. About xoo companies were included
in this study; of these, 24 met the sales and profitability criteria. OEO memo from Paul London and
Susan Davis to Theodore Cross, Mfinority Business Successes, May 19, x970. The smallest company listed
among the Fortune 500 had sales of Si6z million in 1969. Tn FoRTuNE DisEctoRy, May, 1970, at 23.
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF INORITY AND NON-MIVNORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Minority Owned Xon-Minority Owned
Personal Service ........................... 26.9 7.3
Other Service ............................. 15.1 20.3
Construction .............................. 10.8 9.0
Manufacturing ............................ 2.2 7.9
Retail Trade .............................. 34.0 34.9
Other Industries ........................... 11.0 21.6
All Other Industries ....................... 100.0 100.0
Source: Office of Planning, Research, and Analysis of the Small Business Administration, Distribution of lIMinority-Owned Business,
June, 1969, at 7 (unpublished report).
TABLE II
CATEGORIES AND TYPES OF BLACK BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Category Number Percentage
Food and Beverages ....................... 173 30.7
Public Services ............................ 101 17.9
Merchandise Sales ......................... 37 6.5
Professional Services ....................... 35 6.2
Contracting Services ....................... 31 5.5
General Sales and Service .................. 169 30.0
Other .................................... 18 3.2
TOTAL .................................. 564 100.0
Source: F. Corns, Ja., ANe AAnLsm or B.ACr, Ez-7P5rEunsmw nz SrVEN Uaanu4Ar.ES, app. I, at i-il (1969).
capable of growing at the rate of ten to twenty per cent or more per year over the
next five to ten year period. Such new enterprises will help meet rapidly rising
expectations, provide for true upward mobility, stimulate capital formation, and pro-
vide attractive alternative routes for minority employment and provide success
models for future programs
'The 216 Boston "route 128" spinoff companies studied by Edward Roberts and his colleagues had
an annual five year growth rate of over 20 per cent per year. Roberts, supra note 5, at 225-27. The
same type of growth rate was exhibited by a sample of 13 companies used in a technology transfer study
by the author. S. Docoas, Tim NASA TRANSFER PRooGa': AN ANALYSIS (to be published about
November 1971 by Praeger). Much of the growth achieved by these companies has been made possible
through the creation of a protected market by the federal government. Clearly this same federal govern-
ment power could be used in the development of minority enterprise as it has been used to develop an
aerospace industry.
' It is assumed, contrary to Andrew Brimmer, that the promotion of minority enterprise does not
have the sole objective of providing employment for larger numbers of blacks. It is assumed that the
creation of numbers of viable minority-owned enterprises may serve a number of other socio-economic
objectives. It is also assumed that minority economic development requires a holistic approach to such
development, including the parallel provision of improved employment, business, educational, and health
care opportunities. Just as in the non-minority community, it is the synergistic interaction of a variety
of factors which will result in significant development. See A. Brimmer & H. Terrell, The Economic
Potential of Black Capitalism, Dec. 29, 1969 (paper presented before the 82nd Annual Meeting of the
American Economic Association).
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Many new opportunities for minority entrepreneurs to obtain financial assistance
have become available, not only in the Small Business Administration, but also in
the Department of Commerce, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and in the
private sector. New and expanded business opportunities capable of leveraging
these expanding sources of capital funds must be provided to stimulate the creation
of enterprises which can multiply their initial investments many times over.
Much of this development should occur in higher growth industries, although
medium- and low-profit, low-growth potential industries should not be completely
excluded. They may provide needed goods and services for the community, and
serve to keep a larger amount of capital within the ghettos and barrios. Medium
or lower growth potential businesses may also provide some training opportunities
for a number of potential minority entrepreneurs and managers. Thus, this latter
type of business may also play some role in long term economic development of
minority communities.
Today's minority entrepreneur is finally ready to gain a more advantageous
position in the economy. Higher minority educational levels, increased minority
incomes, a wider range of business opportunities, the changing attitude of public
and private institutions toward minority entrepreneurs, and an attitudinal change
in the minority community towards business as a career, have combined to bring
about an environment which can fit the minority entrepreneur for entering higher
growth industries. The educational level of minorities appears to be improving more
rapidly than that of the population as a whole. As entrepreneurs are usually drawn
not from the most disadvantaged groups, but from the middle classes,'0 this increase
in educational level will undoubtedly be reflected in a growing pool of potential
and actual entrepreneurs (Table III). The rapidly increasing family income of
minority groups (Table IV) is reflected in the growing purchasing power in the
minority community. This increased purchasing power can support a larger num-
ber of minority businesses and a wider range of products and services. Thus, an
increased range of business opportunities should be available within the minority
community. The increased educational level and the extensive needs of the general
public in the areas of goods and services should increase the range of business
opportunities for the minority entrepreneur.
There has been an increasing concentration of the minority community in the
urban area during the decade of the fifties and the sixties (Table V). This in-
creasing concentration in the urban areas may, on the one hand, help consolidate pur-
chasing power to the advantage of the minority entrepreneur. On the other hand,
with the move to the suburbs by the non-minority middle class, much of the capital
and markets needed for economic development is no longer available in the central
city.
"°This idea is suggested by the work of Frazier, McClelland, and Roberts. E. FRAMZEr, BrACe
BouRrOoisxa (1968); D. MCCLELLAND & D. WniNmr, MOTIVATING EcoNozrnc ACMEwVmEMr (x969);
Roberts, supra note 5.
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TABLE III
PER CENT DISTRIBUTION BY YEARs OF SCHOOL COMPLETED FOR PERSONS
20 YEARs OLD AND OVER, BY AGE, 1969
Less than High College Median Years
4 years school 1 year of school
High School 4 years or more completed
NEGRO
20 and 21 years old ............... 42.1 36.6 21.2 12.2
22 to 24 years old ................ 43.9 37.1 19.1 12.2
25 to 29 years old ................ 44.3 40.1 15.7 12.1
30 to 34 years old ................ 49.8 36.7 13.5 12.0
35 to 44 years old ................ 62.8 26.8 10.5 10.6
45 to 54 years old ................ 70.8 18.9 10.3 9.1
55 to 64 years old ................ 85.2 8.7 6.2 7.6
65 to 74 years old ................ 89.7 5.5 4.9 6.1
75 years old and over ............. 92.4 4.1 3.5 5.2
WHITE
20 and 21 years old ............... 18.1 41.6 40.1 12.8
22 to 24 years old ................ 19.6 44.8 35.7 12.7
25 to 29 years old ................ 23.0 44.8 32.1 12.6
30 to 34 years old ................ 27.3 44.9 27.6 12.5
35 to 44 years old ................ 33.9 41.0 25.1 12.4
45 to 54 years old ................ 40.7 39.3 20.0 12.2
55 to 64 years old ................ 55.2 27.5 17.3 10.9
65 to 74 years old ................ 67.6 18.9 13.4 8.9
75 years old and over ............. 75.1 13.8 11.1 8.5
Slu : BuasCrU OP TR Csus, in U.S. BUREAu or LASoR SrLTISTICS, DnP'T Or LABOR, THE SocwM AN ECONO3UC STATUS 0F
NOaoREs ni THE UNITED STATES 50 (1970).
TABLE IV
MEDIAN FAUmY INCOME IN 1968, AND NEGRO FAMILY INCOME, 1965-x968,
AS A PER CENT OF WHITE, BY REGION
Median family Negro income as a per cent
income, 1968 of white
Negro White 1965 1966 1967 1968
United States ............... $5,359 $8,936 54 58 59 60
Northeast .................. 6,460 9,318 64 68 66 69
North Central .............. 6,910 9,259 74 74 78 75
South ...................... 4,278 7,963 49 50 54 54
West ...................... 7,506 9,462 69 72 74 s0
Sursa: BuoaAu or THE Casus, in U.S. BUSaU or LABoa SiTzncs, DRP'T or LABOR, Tim SocrIAL AN Ecoxomue STATus or
NEaaoEs ni Tim UNTD STATES 15 (1970).
One of the most interesting elements in today's minority enterprise climate is the
changing attitude in the minority community toward the status of the entrepreneur.
Heretofore, the ambitious black perceived the obstacles to a business career and
often chose a career in the professions. He had access to professional education in
black educational institutions and he had a captive clientele since white doctors,
dentists, or lawyers frequently did not or would not provide these services to the
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TABLE V
NEGROES AS A PER CENT OF TOTAL POPULATION BY LOCATION, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
METROPOLITAN AREAS, AND BY SIZE OF METROPOLITAN AREA, 1950, 1960; and 1969
Per cent Negro
1950 1960 1969
United States ............................... 10 11 11
Metropolitan areas* ............................. 9 11 12
Central cities ................................. 12 17 21
Central cities in metropolitan .................
areas of-
1,000,000 or more ......................... 13 19 26
250,000 to 1,000,000 ...................... 12 15 18
Under 250,000 ............................ 12 12 12
Suburbs ..................................... 5 5 5
Outside metropolitan areas ....................... 11 10 9
t*Population of the 212 SMSA's as defined in 1960.
Source: BUaEAU OF Tn CENsus, in U.S. BUaEAu OF LAOR STATmrxcs, DEp'T or L o, Tim Socnx. mm Econoio STATus O
NEGROES n? TM UNTrnD SrTAs 15 (1970).
black population. l Highly motivated blacks, unlike the highly motivated in other
racial groups, were discouraged from entering business and were diverted to the pro-
fessions. The black population valued the contribution of the black professional man,
but tended to diminish the contribution of the black businessman. In fact, until
recently it was considered prestigious in the black community to purchase name
brands from non-minority enterprises. The goods of the black merchant were
thought to be inferior, apparently for no reason other than that the proprietor was
black.'
II
GRowTH POTNTiAL INDUsTRIEs
Minority enterprise opportunities should be developed which:
i) contribute to the capacity of the various minorities to take advantage of
business opportunities beyond particular ethnic or racial markets;
2) have a capacity for growth and capital creation;
3) capitalize upon the skills and knowledge of all elements of the population;
4) promote areas of comparative advantage such as health care, job training, day
care and communications in the minority community;
5) promote short and long-run community development objectives;
6) make effective use of government-created and protected markets, particularly
in new, higher growth areas.'3
"A recent survey of the graduates (346-1946 to x969) of Atlanta University's (AU) School of
Business Administration, indicated that most of their graduates, prior to x968, had entered non-business
occupations. AU has produced over half of all the black M.B.A.'s in the period 19o8 to 1969.
"
5This is especially true for the black middle class. See E. FazlaR, supra note o.
"a The core recommendations of the National Advisory Council on Minority Business Enterprise
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Economic indicators show where the potential for minority business lies. Real
economic growth of the United States is expected to average 4.4 per cent per year,
so that the Gross National Product (GNP) will increase from the third quarter
1970 level of 985.2 billion to almost 14 trillion dollars by i98o.14 With this increase,
the consumption rate of nondurable goods is expected to decline from 62 per cent
to 6o per cent during the period from 1967 to I98o.' At the same time, increases in
family formation, rising incomes, and replacement of old and substandard housing
will push demand for new housing to 2.4 million units per year in the late x97o's.
This factor will account for the rise in private domestic investment growth from
the 1967 level of 15 per cent to over 16 per cent of the I98o GNPP6
Expenditures on consumer durable goods will show the highest rate of growth,
largely because of rising affluence. Between 1967 and i98o, real disposable income
per capita is projected to increase at an annual average of 3.1 per cent, doubling the
proportion of families with real incomes of $xo,ooo or more from around 25 per cent
of all consumer units to around 50 per cent. Higher incomes, along with increased
leisure time, will influence demands for recreation equipment, such as boats, motors,
automobiles, televisions, pleasure aircraft, and sporting goods. There will also be
large demands for household furnishings because of the large increase in the 25-34
age group.7
Consumer spending for nondurable goods will continue to grow at a slower
rate than total spending. By i98o, Americans are expected to spend only 38 per cent
of total expenditures on consumer nondurables, compared to 44 per cent in 1967 and
55 per cent in 1968. A large share of the consumer nondurables will be for clothes,
household supplies, gasoline and oil, drugs, personal grooming aids, and reading
materials. Spending for food and beverages will decrease as a proportion of total
nondurable expenditures s
Statistical data from the Department of Commerce indicates that consumers will,
for the first time in American history, spend more money on services-air travel,
car rentals, beauty parlors, advertising and management consulting, life insurance,
and so on-than for nondurable goods. Even though the prices for services have risen
at a faster than average rate, services have proliferated and their coming preeminence
will present a whole new set of opportunities and challenges. Major components
within the services field will be housing, business expenditures, medical services,
and education and research.' These then are prime areas for minority enterprise to
enter.
(NACMBE) placed stress on the need for greatly expanded training and educational opportunities and
recommended the allocation of $S6o million over the next three years to assist materially in this area.
"
4 Labor Department Forecast, November, 1970.
"' PREDICASTS, April 2o, 197o, at 3.16 Id.
17 Id.
18 NATIONAL CoNsIumER FINANCE AssocIATioN, FINANCE FACTS YEARBOOK (1970).
" Sales Management-ig7o Survey of Buying Power, June io, 197o, at A-zi.
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Using projections from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, an examination of output
demand can be used to show a national trend in higher growth businesses. The data
reveals obvious business opportunities in those industries with projected substantial
increases in growth rate. These include the following industries: optical, ophthalmic,
and photographic equipment; electric, gas, and sanitary services; business services;
and office supplies °
Industries for which the projected demand for ouput is expected to grow at
medium high and increasing rates include the following:
nonferrous metal ores
new construction
household furniture manufacture
manufacture of other furniture and
fixtures
manufacture of paper and allied prod-
ucts, except containers
printing and publishing
manufacture of stone and day products
the wholesale and retail trade industry
medical, educational services and non-
profit organizations
primary nonferrous metals manufacture
manufacture of electrical industrial
equipment and apparatus
manufacture of miscellaneous electrical
machinery, equipment and supplies
scientific and controlling instruments
miscellaneous manufacturing
hotels, personal and repair services, except
automobile repair services
Some discretion must be used in evaluating those industries which will show high
rates of growth during the 1965-198o period, but for which the growth rate has de-
creased since the 1957-65 period. Whether or not opportunities exist for minority entre-
preneurs depends on such factors as: (i) the production capacity of existing firms;
(2) the number of new firms to be developed during the coming decade; (3) new
product development; (4) the ability of minority firms to reduce costs; (5) the rel-
ative sales promotion success of minority versus that of rival firms; (6) the avail-
ability of capital; and (7) the availability of trained minority managers and tech-
nicians.
A. Technology-Intensive Industries
A large number of higher growth opportunities exist in technology intensive in-
dustries3' In the past, entry into these industries has been eased in many cases by
government contract support, both in terms of direct support for research and
0 It should be noted that the SIC code groupings may, in general, bring together different kinds of
growth areas within one industrial code. Thus, further breakdowns of a given area may be necessary
to find particularly desirable opportunities.
" Technology intensive industries may be defined as those industries which have such characteristics
as a much larger than average amount of their funds being spent on research and development, a sig-
nificantly higher than average percentage of technologists in their employ, and a reliance on the
production of new technology based products for their retention and expansion markets. Such industries
would include: aircraft, scientific instruments, chemicals and electronics. See NAToINAL SCIENCE FouN-
nToI, RaswaHs AND DEELOpmrNT N INmusmy, x968 (1970).
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development expenses and through creation of a market for at least a limited
number of the new products. The importance of government market creation has
been dramatically demonstrated by the hundreds of new firms initiated in the
Boston, Palo Alto, and Los Angeles areas since World War II. Research and
development is a potentially profitable area, but it presents many problems, such as
the need for substantial investments. In addition, these areas require technological
expertise, managerial and entrepreneurial expertise, and sale promotion expertise.
Given these requirements, how can a minority enterprise launch itself into a high-
growth potential industry? The answer may lie in non-minority corporate support
of minority spin-off firms, perhaps in conjunction with direct government grants
or tax incentives. For example, a large manufacturing firm could set up a
minority-run supplier to manufacture components for the manufacturer, or to provide
a specialized service. One example of such a high technology spin-off is that estab-
lished by the Bendix Corporation's Communications Division-Baltimore Elec-
tronic Associates, Inc.22
In a study of more than 2oo new technology-based firms founded by former
employees of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology research and development
laboratories, the total proportion of failures found during the first five years of these
spin-off firms was only 2o per cent, as compared with 8o per cent failure during the
same period for all firms.23 In addition, the spin-off firms showed an exponential
growth in sales during this same five-year period. During their preliminary stages,
these firms were mainly preoccupied with government research and development,
but tended to diversify rapidly into consumer markets. 4
Potential minority businessmen seeking out areas of high growth might also look
to the industries in which significant technological advances are expected, as there
appears to be a correlation between research and development or technological
research expenditures and long-run profits2 5 Not only must minority businessmen
enter fields in which subsidized research and development will occur, they must also
enter fields which are already technology-intensive and in which expenditures on
innovation will translate themselves into substantial profits during the coming
decade.6
One cannot predict with certainty which industries will experience significant
"Bendix helped several of its minority employees establish a business to manufacture electrical
components needed by BendLx. Originally the components were manufactured by the company, but it
was thought that they could be produced less expensively by an outside source. Bendix has supplied man-
agement and technical assistance as well as help in purchasing for the new corporation, Baltimore Elec-
tronics Associates.
' Roberts, supra note 5, at 224-29.
"Id. at 228.
2r See, e.g., U.S. DaP'T OF ComEaRCE, TECHINOLOGICAL INNOVATION: ITS ENVIRONMFNT AND MANAGE-
mENT (1967); E. MANsFIELD, THE EcoNoMIcs OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 43-98 (1968); Freeman,
Research and Development in Electronic Capital Goods, NAT'.L I SsTsurTa Rav., Nov., 1965, at 40-91.
O" S. Doctors, Federal R&D Funding and Its Effects on Industrial Productivity, Jan., 1968 (unpublished
paper prepared for the New England Research Application Center, University of Connecticut).
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technological changes, nor can one readily predit with absolute certainty where an in-
novative thought will occur. But the growth of investments in, and profits from,
research and development expenditures appear to be closely correlated with govern-
ment expenditures in any given area.27 While government expenditures for the i96o's
were concentrated in the areas of aerospace, electronics, and atomic energy, in-
creased emphasis will be placed on research and development in such areas as medical
research, education, sanitation, housing, and safety.28 If minorities are seeking high
return investments, they must look toward these new areas of large government
investment.
America has typically accepted technological advances with insufficient considera-
tion for problems of physical health, sanity, and aesthetics such as the noisiness of
airplanes and air pollution from automobiles. Thus, one higher growth business
opportunity (in terms of government expenditures) will be the technology-intensive
research and development industry which will deal with the problems created as a
by-product of advanced technology.
B. Discretionary Purchase Industries
Another source of high growth opportunities is the discretionary purchase in-
dustry. Business opportunities may be said to lie in the areas of fad industries
and intermediaries for labor-intensive production. The fad industry is one area of
business opportunity which can show high growth but which does not necessarily
involve a high level of technology. Increasing income and increasing leisure time
will stimulate a tremendous increase in goods and services which will soon out-
grow their stylishness. Despite the fact that employment for minorities may be
cyclical or unpredictable and sporadic in these industries, the fad industires give un-
usual returns on capital. The toy industry is one example of business opportunity
requiring relatively little capital outlay, but much innovation, extremely good sales
promotion, and market appraisal.
An additional source of business opportunity is the area of businesses which
provide special services as well as social services. The following areas of comparative
strength may contribute to rewarding business opportunities by drawing on the
strengths and knowledge of an ethnic or racial group: developing minority resources;
capitalizing on ethnic or racial identities, experiences, and attitudes; providing (and
researching) social services to minorities.
In the first area-resource development, minorities could act as developers and
agents for talented minorities. For example, black recording stars, actresses, athletes,
artists, and writers might also have black agents-provided adequate training,
financing, and necessary contacts were available. The entrepreneurial aspect requires
17NATIONAL PLANNING ASsOcrAToN, LOOmNo AHEAD, May, 1969, at ii.
2 8 See the discussion of new career opportunities in A. Pa. & F. RiEssMAN, NEV CAREERS FOR TmIa
POOR chs. 3, 4, 5, 7 (x965).
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an aggressive sales promoter. Not only might this minority talent-public intermediary
operate a highly successful business, but also this business venture would be one
means of stopping the flow of minority talent to non-minority capitalists. For
Indians and Mexican-Americans (many of whom are engaged in the making of
handicraft, pottery, dolls, and carved items), an intermediary might exploit the
rising market for custom goods by acting as a go-between for labor-intensive pro-
ducers and retailers. Where possible, both types of intermediaries might also func-
tion in the final stages of trade or production.
Minorities operating in minority-identity fields might have a better understanding
of minority needs than would other business firms. A chain of soul kitchens
might be highly successful, especially if it combined good food with pleasant sur-
roundings and served both minorities and non-minorities. Cosmetic, clothes, and
hair products catering to minorities have, on the whole, met with widespread
acceptance, although they are often so expensive that they are beyond the means
of many potential customers. In an allied area, Latin minorities could investigate
the development of import-export linkages with the increasingly important Latin
American market; blacks could likewise involve themselves in African trade ex-
change.
An important minority comparative advantage includes the administration of
social services in minority communities, since a minority individual, capitalizing on
shared experiences, can better communicate with others of the same minority
group.29 In the areas of mental health programs, drug and crime rehabilitation, and
social welfare, a minority enterprise to administer social services, staffed by pro-
fessionals in their respective social fields and with para-professional minority com-
munity residents, might have considerably more success and prove to be much less
expensive than a similar governmental agencyf0 Formal education and professional
experience cannot overcome a lack of communications, distrust, and lack of com-
mon experience. Among groups with language problems, language training by
bilingual minority members may capitalize upon a strategic weakness. In addition,
a minority firm could do urban research into the quality of public services, and might
well have an advantage over a similar non-minority firm.
III
GovERNMENT CREATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF MARYET DEVELOPMENT
Since World War II, the federal government has become an important force
in the creation of new markets in both the public and private sectors of the economyY1
20 Id.
" BUSINESS AND DFENSE SERvIcEs ADMINISTEATION, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, SELECTED INDUSTRY PRO-
FILES: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF MINORITY BUSINass OpPoRTUMN'nS pt. i-V (1969).Il State and local governments also purchase large quantities of goods and services, and create markets
in many other ways, but this article will concentrate on the role of the federal government, leaving for
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familiar example is the visible market created by the federal government in the
aerospace area, which has amounted to several hundred billion dollars over the
last ten yearsO2 But the government also creates market demand in many other
ways, such as licensing, grants of insurance, and protection of monopoly status.
Perhaps most important for minority enterprise development, the government can
use its market creation power to provide numerous protected market areas so
necessary for the development of most new enterprise, and the government can
assume the role of the primary risk taker.
Of course, there are numerous other ways in which the government may create
a protected market, as by the granting of a radio, television, or interstate commission
carrier license. As previously noted, the government may also create substantial
incentives for non-minority business to assist minority business with financial
guarantees, subsidies, and grants. There is a variety of ways in which the federal
government may use its powers to promote the development of minority enterprise.
The following list is a brief survey of federal government market creation and
development powers:
i. Risk Taker. The government has become the primary risk taker in many
new technical areas such as radar, computer development, micro-electronics, and
more recently, supersonic air transportation and artificial organs.
2. Direct Purchaser of Goods and Services. Many hundreds of new companies
have been initiated and sustained through government contracts, including almost
the entire aerospace industry.
3. Tax Incentives.!' The use of tax incentives has stimulated many different
types of industrial development. The most widely publicized have been the various
mineral depletion allowances and the investment tax credit. However, a large
variety of taxes is commonly used by government at all levels for selective stimula-
tion of business development.
4. Allocation of Scarce Resources. The issuance of licenses in regulated industries,
such as air transport, communications, and interstate transport, have all provided
substantial opportunities for business development. The grant of grazing, mineral,
or timber rights on federal lands has also been quite important.
5. Insurance. The guarantee of investments by agencies, such as the Agency
for International Development (AID), or the guarantee of loans by SBA or EDA,
have been important in business development. New areas of proposed government
future works the exposition of the importance of the non-federal public sector for minority enterprise
development. The ratio is about two to one in terms of present tax collection expenditures in favor
of the federal government. 197o Dmr op COMmERCE StmvEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS.
" Aerospace research and development expenditures alone have totaled over $ioo billion during the
last decade. See NATIONAL ScENCF FOUNDATiON, FEDEPux FUNDs FOR REsEARci, DEVELOPMENT, AND
O=stsR ScErN-nFic Acrnv'rEs: FiscAL YEARs 1968, x969, and 1970 (1969).
"' NACMBE has recommended the use of tax incentives for both direct non-minority business assistance
to minority businesses and for training minority managers.
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TABLE VI
GOVERNMENT SPENDING BY FUNCTION 1967 ACTUAL AND I980 PRoJECTED
Total Government
Millions of Current $
Average Annual
Program 1967 1980 Growth %
Total expenditures .................. 241,253 587,164 7.08
Defense .......................... 74,555 116,179 3.47
lXondefense ...................... 166,698 470,985 8.32
Education ..................... 39,677 123,324 9.12
Health and Hospitals ............ 8,547 35,087 11.48
Sanitation ..................... 22,006 7,672 10.87
Social Security and Welfare ...... 40,994 103,683 7.40
Civilian Safety ................. 6,248 21,073 9.80
Labor ......................... 1,087 5,176 12.75
Transportation ................. 15,118 38,643 7.48
Development ................... 713 11,052 23.47
Conservation and Recreation ..... 4,492 16,620 10.60
Source: NATioNAL, PLAIm;a AssocIaoN, in LooxlG .Awam, May, 1969, at 11.
insurance include surety bonding for minority contractors and guarantee of equity
investments in minority enterprise 4
6. Direct Loans. The government makes a significant amount of direct loan
money available, particularly through SBA and EDA programs.
7. Tariffs and Quotas. The selective use of trade barriers has provided sub-
stantial opportunity for industrial development in a number of industries.
8. Supply of Capital Equipment. The government has often stimulated in-
dustrial development by allowing private firms to use or buy government-purchased
equipment at reduced rates.
9. Subsidized Markets. The use of agricultural subsidies has provided a sub-
stantial impetus toward the creation of a highly efficient agriculture industry in
this country.
This list indicates ways in which the federal government can use its powers to
stimulate business development. However, minority businessmen have been almost
totally excluded from such government programs. They have participated, if at
all, only recently, and then primarily through the direct business loan 5
At present, spending by federal, state, and local government is approximately one-
fifth of GNP, and is projected to increase during the period from 1967 to 198o by an
S&OEO's newly initiated Opportunity Funding Corporation (OFC) will attempt to determine the
efficacy of using federal government guarantees in a wide variety of applications to stimulate minority
business and capital base development. See OFFicE o EcoNoMIc OPPORTUNrTY, OPPORTUNITY FUNDING:
AN EcONOMI1C DEVELOPMENT DEmONSmATON PROGRAM (1970).
" A recent survey (by NACMBE) of SBA lending practices revealed that most loans to minority
entrepreneurs were direct Equal Opportunity Loans (EOL) of $25,ooo each, while those to non-minority
entrepreneurs were considerably larger, averaging $56,ooo, and were guaranteed loans. The findings of the
NACMBE indicated that minority businessmen have been almost totally excluded from most government
business development programs.
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average annual rate of 7.08 per cent (Table VI). The greatest increase in government
spending will be for housing and community development, both of which are
concerned with fulfilling social needs. In general, government expenditures will
exhibit increased focus upon housing, urban renewal, and other social benefits.
Large increases in government expenditures for health and hospitals, conservation,
and recreation will occur, while spending on national defense is expected to show
the slowest growth rate of government spending. Thus, much government spending
for the coming decade will complement high-growth industry in such areas as
housing, education and health care. kll are areas which will also assist in com-
munity development and over which the community should be able to exercise some
control in the letting of contracts and grants. Thus, minority enterprise could be
given a substantial portion of this new, higher growth business.
IV
DEMOGRAPHIC-ECONOMiC TRENDS AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Population growth or decline by geographic area, together with growth or
decline in the work force and the number employed by occupation, suggests in-
creases in manpower resources to take advantages of emerging business opportunities,
and in manpower to provide purchasing power. Such population changes constitute
significant changes in business opportunities. Four sets of interacting population
movements affecting business opportunities and markets can be identified: (I)
regional population trends; (2) the movement from rural to urban areas; (3) the
movement of city population to the suburbs; and (4) an exchange of population
according to race.
In general, the greatest rate of job and population growth has occurred along the
rim of the country-moving along the West Coast, through the Southwest, and over
to Florida. Higher-than-average growth increases also took place in the South
and the West. The'West will show the fastest gains in population and income, and
the Southwest will show the fastest gains in employment. Florida (Southeast),
Arizona (Southwest), Colorado (Mountains), California and Nevada (West) will
be the states spearheading the growth of their respectives regions.
There has been a substantial decline of rural populations, and an increase in
metropolitan areas. Rural population increased from 61.4 million to 70.7 million in
the 19 years from 195o to 1969. At the same time, metropolitan population increased
from 89.2 million to 127.5 million people. 6 Thus, while the rural (non-metropolitan)
population was increasing by an annual average of .85 percent, the metropolitan
population was increasing by 3.4 percentyr
There is also a geographical concentration present among the states experiencing
the fastest growth in services. Of the six states experiencing the greatest increase
as 1969 BUtEAU OF ThE CENSUS CURENT POPULATION REPORTS.
S7 id.
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in service dollars spent (Maryland, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
and Hawaii, in that order), the fastest growing five are in the Southeast. Moreover,
the service field, compared to retail trade, is a highly concentrated market geograph-
ically. The two leading states in spending for services are New York and California.
These two states do more than one-third of the nation's service business, although
they contain only one-fifth of its population. Illinois, Pennsylvania, Texas, and
Ohio are the other national leaders in service dollars spent. All of these states
contain substantial minority populations which could benefit from the growth of
these service industries if an appropriate national strategy were developed now to
channel substantial amounts of this new business to minority enterprise.
Given the above facts, it is obvious that business and job opportunities do not
necessarily lie either in the northern United States or in the large cities. Business
opportunity is growing more rapidly in the South (where the minority population
is concentrated) than the national average. Medium-size cities may have better
business growth opportunities than the inner city areas of the large cities.
Finally, there have been surprising increases in the population of small non-
metropolitan cities. In other words, the movement from the farms is not necessarily
to the big city. This suggests that there are important nodules of business oppor-
tunity in cities of this smaller size, even in predominantly rural states.
It is important to realize that these population trends are not merely population
movements, but are opportunity movements-opportunities for jobs and business-
because they reflect an underlying growth of business and government in the
fast-growing areas. This data gains importance when it is realized that the move-
ment of the minority population is not in the direction of greatest opportunity.
The movement of the minority population appears to be going in almost the opposite
direction, although it must be cautioned that conclusions in this area are often im-
pressionistic, since data on the movement of race is scarce. But an example which
supports the hypothesis is New England. Its average annual employment growth
rate during i96-68 was next to the lowest of the regions, 2.3 per cent,3s but its increase
in non-white male workers was the fastest in the nation; and this increase is expected
to continue to grow at a rapid rate in the I97O's.
During the past 25 years, the proportion of non-whites in the central city popula-
tion has doubled, but it has declined in suburbia. In fact, between 196o and 1966, the
Negro population in American central cities increased 22.9 per cent. It declined by
1.8 per cent for whites.39 Meanwhile, industry and manufacture have abandoned their
old quarters, and have followed or even preceded the general movement of the more
affluent population and business to the suburbs. The contrast is apparent: blacks
go into the city while the jobs and businesses are moving away.40
8 x969 MANPOWER REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 35.
so U.S. BuREAN OF THE CENSUS, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, CURRENT POPULATION REPORTSm, SERIES p. 20,
No. 181, Apr. 21, 1969, at x.
4o i968 MANPOWER REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 132.
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The South has increased in population, but the net growth is accounted for by
the white population; the blacks have moved to the North and to the big cities.
In the i95o's, the South experienced a net loss of over 1.4 million non-whites.
Estimates place the net outmigration from the rural areas during the i96o's at an
average of more than three-quarters of a million persons a year 1
When total population movements are related to the population trends of
minorities, it appears that there is increasing emigration of non-whites from
higher-growth areas. This result suggests the need for a network to inform minorities
of business opportunities based on demographic changes. At the very least, such
information is needed to enable the minority entrepreneur to make realistic calcula-
tions about risks and opportunities. Rather than proposing a mass migration of
minorities to higher-growth areas, it is proposed that some business opportunities for
minorities be matched to specific areas of comparative advantage. Fortunately, there
will exist in the i97o's not only expanding horizons for business growth in geographic
districts which are rapidly developing, but also opportunities in the inner city and
the large metropolitan areas. These are often considered pass4 by non-minority
entrepreneurs who think in terms of economic and business growth opportunities.
V
CONCLUSION
It is clear that greater opportunities for business development must be made avail-
able to minority entrepreneurs in order to provide one important component of total
community development. It has not been suggested that business development,
without other facets of development, such as greater education and health care
opportunities, as well as greatly expanded job opportunities in non-minority business,
is a panacea. But minority business development must provide a significant element
in building the capital base in the minority community, in providing success models,
and in providing opportunities for self-development.
Present programs for minority enterprise development are largely focused on
short-term goals, such as providing quantities of equity and debt capital to numbers
of minority enterprises, almost without regard to the growth potential of these
enterprises. If the vast bulk of minority business is investment in low-growth, low-
profit potential businesses, then present programs may have the long-term impact
of widening the gap between minority and non-minority businesses. It is, therefore,
important that we attempt to make available to minority entrepreneurs the full range
of business opportunities, with particular emphasis on higher growth potential oppor-
tunities.
It is possible to identify a number of areas of higher growth potential through
a variety of indicators, such as projections of government spending, consumer de-
" Maitland & Nebel, Rural to Urban Transition, MoNrrauy IA3ot Rv., June, 1968, at 28-32.
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mand, socio-economic patterns, and demographic projections. All of these changes
represent new and often important higher growth potential opportunities. It is im-
portant to identify these areas, make this information available to minority entre-
preneurs, and provide necessary financing, management and technical assistance.
Such a program of business development must include a broadly based strategy
designed to meet the many development deficiencies in the minority community.
Such a comprehensive program has recently been proposed by the National Advisory
Council on Minority Business Enterprise (NACMBE), which includes more than
seventy-five recommendations for new and expanded programs in business opportuni-
ties, education, community development, and finance. Only a comprehensive
program of this type will provide the human and technical resources needed to
implement the business development strategy discussed in this paper.
The role of the federal government is crucial in the implementation of the pro-
posed strategy. It may be desirable to delegate much of the actual implementation of
the proposed strategy to the private sector, but only the government can provide the
financial incentives, and create the markets needed to provide numbers of higher
growth potential minority enterprise. The government can fill this latter role by:
(I) the direct purchase of goods and services; (2) acting as a guarantor and sub-
sidizer; (3) providing licenses; (4) acting as a risk taker; and (5) providing tax
incentives or direct grants to motivate non-minority business involvement.
To summarize the proposed business opportunities analyzed, a comprehensive
business opportunity strategy should concern itself with moving on all possible
fronts. It must match community and individual resources with business oppor-
tunities. It must focus on higher-growth areas while performing a variety of com-
munity development functions, including employment, capital creation, and the
production of needed goods and services. This mix of functions will provide a
"staging area" for entrepreneurial development which can make a meaningful con-
tribution to overall minority economic development.
" See 1971 NA GMBE FiNAL REPoRi (1971).
